
HEALTH CHECK
Maximize the value of your investment 
in Snow Optimizer for SAP® Software 
with a fully comprehensive health check 
of your existing installation.

KEY BENEFITS

• Confidence that your system is giving you the 
visibility you need to successfully manage and 
control one of your biggest IT spends

• The latest features are implemented and 
configured to deliver the most benefits

The Health Check service is available for existing 
Snow Optimizer for SAP® Software customers.  
The Health Check service ensures your Snow 
Optimizer for SAP is properly configured and 
running efficiently. As part of the Health Check 
service, we will help you upgrade your existing 
installation to the latest version.



TYPICAL SCOPE OF WORK AND DELIVERABLES

• Provide and install the latest version of 
Snow Optimizer for SAP® Software

• Introduction to new features and knowledge 
transfer

• Confirm all background jobs are scheduled 
and working correctly

• Configuration and update of LAW hierarchy
• Check implemented warning functions
• check setup of duplicate user analysis rules
• Check custom spcific reulesets for license 

optimization (such as expiry of inactive user 
and assignment of user license types)

KEY OUTCOMES

• Latest version of Snow Optimizer for SAP® 
Software installed and configured

• Configurations checked and working correctly

• Reports and recommendations confirmed

ABOUT SNOW SOFTWARE
Snow Software is the global leader in technology intelligence solutions, ensuring the trillions spent on 
all forms of technology is optimized to drive maximum value. More than 4,000 organizations around the 
world rely on Snow’s platform to provide complete visibility, optimize usage and spend, and minimize 
regulatory risk. Headquartered in Stockholm, Snow has more local offices and regional support centers 
than any other software asset and cloud management provider, delivering unparalleled results to our 
customers and partners. To find out more about Snow Software, visit www.snowsoftware.com. 

CHALLENGE:

With more than 16,000 users
and 8,000 applications, William 
Hill, one of the World’s leading 
betting and gaming Companies, 
found it difficult to get full visibility 
into how those applications were 
being used and by whom.

SOLUTION:

By using Snow Adoption Tracker, 
William Hill gained full visibility 
into the entirety of their IT estate. 
As a result, the Software Asset 
Management team was able to 
make informed business decisions
to save money through software 
license reharvesting and other 
cost-saving measures.

BENEFITS:

• Complete visibility of entire
IT estate

• Elimination of unused licenses
and unnecessary subscriptions

• Greatly improved financial
position driven by accurate
technology usage data

Customer Success

“When you install Snow, you have a lights-on moment and all of a 
sudden you see everything - it’s scary. Exciting, but scary as well. Snow
gives you that visibility and for the first time you can actually see what 
you have on your estate, who’s got it, how they’re using it, and when 
they’re using it. It makes a massive difference.”
Paul Logan, Change and Technology Asset Manager, William Hill

FOR MORE INFORMATION

For Health Check pricing or further information
on this or any of the other services offered, please
speak to your local Snow Software representative.
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